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Using the mathematical induction and Cauchy's mean-value theorem, for any
n q k 1 1nq k r nqmqk r 1r rŽ .positive number r, we prove that - Ý i r Ý i , whereiskq1 iskq1n q m q k n n q m
n and m are natural numbers, k is a nonnegative integer. The lower bound is best
wpossible. This inequality generalizes the Alzer's inequality J. Math. Anal. Appl. 179
Ž . x1993 , 396]402 . An open problem is proposed. Q 1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1, 3]7 , two inequalities were proved using the mathematical induc-
tion and other techniques, which can be expressed as
n1rr
n nq1 'n 1 1 n!
r rF i i F , 1Ž .Ý Ý n q 1ž /n q 1 n n q 1is1 is1 ' n q 1 !Ž .
where r ) 0 and n g N.
w xRecently, also by induction, Elezovic and Pecaric 2 generalized in-Â Ï Â
Ž .  4‘equality 1 and showed that, if the positive sequence a satisfiesn ns1
r rq1a a anq2 nq2 n
1 F y 1 q , n G 0, a s 0, 2Ž .0ž / ž /a a anq1 nq1 nq1
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then, for r ) 0, we have
1rr
n nq1a 1 1n r rF a a . 3Ž .Ý Ýi iž /a a anq1 n nq1is1 is1
Ž .For a class of sequences satisfying some conditions, the inequality 1
w xwas generalized in another direction by the author in 5 .
In this article, using the mathematical induction and Cauchy's mean-
value theorem, the following main result is proved:
THEOREM. Let n and m be natural numbers, k a nonnegati¤e integer.
Then
1rr
nqk nqmqkn q k 1 1
r r- i i , 4Ž .Ý Ýž /n q m q k n n q miskq1 iskq1
where r is any gi¤en positi¤e real number. The lower bound is best possible.
It is clear that this theorem generalizes the left-hand side of inequality
Ž .1 in a new direction.
2. PROOF OF MAIN RESULT
Ž .The inequality 4 is equivalent to
r nqk nqmqkn q k 1 1Ž .
r r- i i ,Ý Ýr n n q mn q m q kŽ . iskq1 iskq1
that is,
nqk nqmqk1 1
r ri ) i .Ý Ýr r
n n q k n q m n q m q kŽ . Ž . Ž .iskq1 iskq1
This is further equivalent to
nqk nqkq11 1
r ri ) i . 5Ž .Ý Ýr r
n n q k n q 1 n q k q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .iskq1 iskq1
Since
nqkq1 nqk
rr ri s i q n q k q 1 , 6Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
iskq1 iskq1
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Ž .the inequality 5 is reduced to
r rnqk n n q k n q k q 1Ž . Ž .
ri ) . 7Ž .Ý r r
n q 1 n q k q 1 y n n q kŽ . Ž . Ž .iskq1
Ž .It is easy to see that inequality 7 holds for n s 1. By induction,
Ž .suppose inequality 7 is valid for n ) 1. Then it suffices to prove inequal-
Ž .ity 7 holds for n q 1.
Ž .Using Formula 6 , calculating straightforwardly, and simplifying easily,
this induction step can be written as
r r rn q 2 n q k q 2 y n q 1 n q k q 1 n q k q 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
) . 8Ž .r r ž /n q k q 1n q 1 n q k q 1 y n n q kŽ . Ž . Ž .
w xFor x g n, n q 1 , let
r
f x s x q 1 x q k q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
r
g x s x x q k .Ž . Ž .
Direct computation yields
ry1Xf x s x q k q 1 r q 1 x q k q r q 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
ry1Xg x s x q k r q 1 x q k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
therefore
r rXf x x q k q 1 1 q r x q 1 r x q k q 1 x q k q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s ) .rX ž /g x x q kŽ . x q k 1 q rxr x q kŽ . Ž .
9Ž .
Ž .From Cauchy's mean-value theorem and 9 , there exists one point
Ž .j g n, n q 1 such that
r r
n q 2 n q k y 2 y n q 1 n q k q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
r r
n q 1 n q k q 1 y n n q kŽ . Ž . Ž .
r rXf j j q k q 1 n q k q 2Ž .
s ) ) .X ž /ž /g j j q k n q k q 1Ž .




nqk nqmqk1 1 n q k
r rlim i i s , 10Ž .Ý Ýž /n n q m n q m q kr“q‘ iskq1 iskq1
thus, the lower bound is best possible. The proof is complete.
3. OPEN PROBLEM
Using the L'Hospital rule and computing directly leads to
n1rr
nqk nqmqk '1 1 n q k !rk!Ž .
r rlim i i s . 11Ž .Ý Ý n q mž /n n q mr“0 iskq1 iskq1 ' n q m q k !rk!Ž .
Hence, we propose the following
Open Problem. Let n and m be natural numbers, k a nonnegative
integer. Then, for any real number r ) 0, we have
n1rr
nqk nqmqk '1 1 n q k !rk!Ž .
r ri i - . 12Ž .Ý Ý n q mž /n n q miskq1 iskq1 ' n q m q k !rk!Ž .
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